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Abstract. In this information age, social media is a powerful online                    
communication tool for people to present their expression such as the real-time 
events report, personal information including their emotions. Social media text 
significantly demonstrate information in a current society, also indicate a trend 
of the dynamic social movement. However, these text characteristics are in a form 
of informal and unstructured language, i.e. using abbreviation, short text          
message, slang and argot. It is difficult to classify and extract the key information. 
There are many techniques proposed to categorize this kind of text information. 
The social media text classification by using Term Frequency-Inverse Document 
Frequency  (TF-IDF) weighting with Word Article Matrix (WAM) and initial 
keywords from the well-formed source, i.e. online news article, is one of a         
productive  technique. It generates a set of the sufficient keyword terms to         
represent text categories. In this paper, we discuss about the proper iteration       
number of the WAM updating process which generate the most effective word 
vector matrix that can classify the social media text effectively.  
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, social media become a very useful tool for people to communicate and share 
their information. This online tool creates a huge virtual community in the cyber space. 
In this virtual world, people feel free to propose their opinions and emotions. Twitter is 
one of the most popular social media application. Refer to recent statistics, there are 4.5 
million twitter users in Thailand with nearly 2 million active users/day [1]. As the result, 
you will found many verbal text in the tweets, the Twitter text message. This is the 
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main reason that doing a classification in the social media text is hard to conduct. The 
concept of classifying this kind of text messages by utilizing a well-formed source, i.e. 
online news articles [2], has proposed. This technique extracts a set of main keywords 
from the online news article that present in the written format and already categorized 
by publishers. This concept produce a promising result, the text from social media can 
be classified by a suitable word vectors in Word Article Matrix (WAM) table. However, 
there is an unidentified issue related to the performance improvement of this technique. 
We need to define the iteration number of  the modified WAM modification for           
producing the most effective output, the result is converged to the steady state nearly 
100% accuracy. 
 

In this paper, section 2 explains the related works with main techniques such as web 
crawling, word segmentation, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency             
(TF-IDF), and WAM. Section 3 explains our approach and experiment, while section 4 
shows and discusses the experiment result. Finally, section 5 is conclusion.  

2 Related Works 

2.1 Web Crawling 

In this experiment, we need to retrieve news article from the online news website. A 
web crawler, also known as a robot or a spider [3], is a main module to get access to 
the well-formed data source. First, we have to verify structure of our targeted websites, 
most of them are implemented with the Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), the 
Extensible Markup Language (XML), and the Cascading Style Sheet (CSS). Second, 
specifying the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and the news article part are needed 
as main parameters. Afterwards, we apply these parameters through the XML Path 
(XPath) query technique to retrieve our demanded data, online news articles. In this 
experiment we use the RapidMiner software [4] as a main web crawler module. 

2.2 Word Segmentation 

Word segmentation is a crucial step in text mining. We conduct experiment in the social 
media text written in the Thai language. The Thai language is written without spaces 
between words. In this paper, we use a word segmentation module applying the        
maximal matching algorithm to determine the word boundary [2]. We also updated the        
recent word lists in the dictionary before conduct the research. Consequently, the       
segmentation result is acceptable to determine the essential words for further processing 
in keyword identification.  

2.3 Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) 

TF-IDF is the widely used technique to extract the keywords from documents. It is     
composed of 2 terms, Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). 



The TF is computed from the number of times a word appears in a document, divided 
by the total number of words in that document. It can defines as a counting function [5] 
(1).  
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The IDF is defined as the logarithm of the number of all documents in a collection 

divided by the number of documents which the observed term appears (3).  
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The 1+ |{�: � ∈  �}| is the number of documents where the term t appears, when 
the term-frequency function satisfies ��(�, �) ≠ 0, we apply “1 +” to avoid divide by 
zero case. Then, the TF-IDF formula is defined as (4): 
 

                                       �� − ���(�) = ��(�, �) ×   ���(�) 

2.4 Word Article Matrix (WAM) 

In the Generic Engine for Transpose Association (GETA), WAM is a significant data 
structure. [6]. It models a large matrix of weighted relation between document and    
keyword which rows are indexed by names of documents (articles) and columns are 
indexed by words, keywords from the documents. Keywords in a document are counted 
to fill in the table as shown in Fig.1(a).We generate the initial WAM (i-WAM) by using 
the TF value of each word. For example, if we consider 10 documents as a training set 
with 100 words, total number of words of all documents. The i-WAM with the TF   
values will be shown in Fig.1(b). The documents and words are represented in the form 
of vector. The values in each row is the vector of words to represent a document.           
Assuming that there is a query: “Microsoft stock got a small boost from the launch of 
Windows 10”. This query is converted into a model of word vectors shown in Fig.1(c). 
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Fig. 1. An example of WAM, i-WAM, and sample result 
 

The set of documents in a corpus is viewed as a set of vectors in a vector space. Each 
term will have its own axis. Using the cosine similarity technique [7] we can find out the 
similarity between any two documents (5). 

 

                     ������ ����������(�1, �2) =
��.��
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The ������ ����������(�1, �2) is a similarity value between document �1 and �2, 
where �1. �2 is a dot product of document vector �1 and �2. The �|�1|� ∗ ||�2|| is a 
Euclidean length of document vector �1 and �2. 

 

Afterwards, we calculate the cosine similarity values and get a result of an example 
query as shown in Fig.1(d). As the weight of a word “Stock” in economic category is 
high, 0.5.The result of operation shows that the query is more likely to be for the         
document of economic, which produces the highest cosine similarity score of 0.861. 
 

3 Our Approach and Experiment 

Our approach focus on the iteration number of the modified WAM (m-WAM)          
modification. First, we retrieve news articles from our representative well-formed 
source, Dailynews online news [8]. We got written style document with proper        
grammar and appropriately classified by publishers. There are 7 categories of the news 
articles, economic, entertainment, foreign, information technology (IT), politics,          
regional, and sports. Then, we extract the keywords from these data by using the Thai 
word segmentation module and the TF-IDF weighting technique. The keywords with 
high TF-IDF values are selected as the word to implement the i-WAM as shown in      
Fig. 2.  



 
 

Fig. 2. The m-WAM implementation, and n times iteration of the m-WAM modification. 

 

Then we use these keywords to collect the related tweets through Twitter search 
API. API allows to collect the related social media text which a search index has a         
7-day limit search back [9]. We got a heap of tweets saved in the text file format.         
Afterwards, we conduct the same process to extract keywords by using Thai word      
segmentation and TF-IDF technique. We select the additional terms according to their 
TF-IDF value. We get a new set of keywords which indicated specific category and 
potentially used in the social media. 

 
For the m-WAM implementation, we use term frequency merging technique (TF 

merging), and generate it from updating the i-WAM. The TF of existing words in            
the i-WAM is recomputed additional count. The newly found words with their TF       
values are added into the table. All TF values of words in the i-WAM and newly found 
words from the related tweets are normalized by using the L2-normoalization,              
Euclidian norm, as the word vector normalization process.  

 
The evaluation of social media text classification is conducted manually. The        

collected tweets related to category are evaluated by human judging. The Precision, 
Recall, F-measure, and accuracy value are calculated. We do the same process of the 
m-WAM modification, iterate this procedure until we get the result of Precision, Recall, 
F-measure, and accuracy value are in the steady state, nearly 100%.  Finally, m-WAM 
modified to the social media text is generated. This m-WAM will be an effective model 
which contains terms that can present a text category and can reflect the social media. 
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4 Experiment Result 

After crawling online news data by using web crawler module, we have got around 
2,200 online news articles as shown in Fig.3(a). We extract a set of the keywords by 
selecting the words with highest TF-IDF score and generate the initial-WAM (i-WAM) 
as shown in Fig.3(b).  We add a row to show an IDF value of each keyword to identify 
the important weight of each keyword. The word “Thai Airways”/“การบินไทย”,             
“Windows10”/“วินโดวส์��”, and “Karate”/“คาราเต”้ are a sample of the specific keywords 
which effectively represent their category of economic, information technology (IT), 
and sports respectively. There are some common words which appear in more than one 
category, such as “Peter”/“ปีเตอร์”, “Uyghur”/“อุยกูร์” and “Dam”/“เขื�อน”. However, they can 
be a representative of their category when consider their normalized TF values in the   
i-WAM table. 

 

Fig. 3. Number of the retrieved data, related tweets, and a part of the i-WAM. 
 
Then, we select a set of new keywords from each category to search the related 

tweets. We have got around 4,000 twitter messages, and extract the newly found        
keywords. Then we generate the m-WAM1 from these new specific keywords from the 
social media and merge with the existing keywords from the i-WAM, well-formed text 
source keywords. The newly found words in the m-WAM1 show the significant result. 
For example, “Thai Airways”/“การบินไทย”, the sample keywords from the i-WAM lead 

us to found a new keyword, “lay off”/“ลดพนกังาน”, which scope down the words vector 

for the economic category. Another category keywords also generated a promising      
result as shown in Fig.4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. A part of the m-WAM1. 

 
 



Afterwards, we conduct the same process, the m-WAM modification. We select the 
high potential keywords from the m-WAM, words with highest TF-IDF score (top 5) 
in their own category, to gather all related tweets. From this technique, we found more 
specific keywords, less of common words, which effectively represent their category. 
So, we can generate the new m-WAM which be a productive model for the social media 
text classification. We repeat this procedure until we found the steady state of the       
Precision, Recall, F-measure, and accuracy result. Finally, the number of the iteration 
of the m-WAM modification which satisfied the best performance of social media text 
classification is 3, the i-WAM, the m-WAM1, the m-WAM2 and the m-WAM3. All of 
the result can show as Fig.5., and Fig.6. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. A part of the m-WAM2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. A part of the m-WAM3. 

 
 
For the evaluation process, Fig.7(a)-(d) show the Precision, Recall, and F-measure 

of the result of the cosine similarity from different criteria as listed below. 
      The i-WAM: The initial WAM 
      The m-WAM1: The modified WAM based on the i-WAM 
      The m-WAM2: The modified WAM based on the m-WAM1 
      The m-WAM3: The modified WAM based on the m-WAM2 
 
      Text corpus1: Tweets collected by terms from the i-WAM 
      Text corpus2: Tweets collected by terms from the m-WAM1 
      Text corpus3: Tweets collected by terms from the m-WAM2 
      Text corpus4: Tweets collected by terms from the m-WAM3 
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Fig. 7. The Precision, Recall, F-measure, and Accuracy  

 
 

Due to there are more common keywords in the i-WAM, the Precision, Recall, and 
F-measure score are too low, especially in the economic and politics category.          
However, when we update the m-WAM with more specific keywords from the related 
social media information, all of the evaluation factor are increased dramatically.           
Finally, the value of Precision, Recall, F-measure, and accuracy are nearly converged 
to 100% after we update the m-WAM3 as shown in Fig. 8. 
 
  
 
 



 
 
 

Fig. 8. The result of Precision, Recall, F-measure, and accuracy, after modified the m-WAM   

“3 times”. 

 
 

5 Conclusion 

The social media text classification by using the Term Frequency-Inverse Document 
Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting technique and the Word Article Matrix (WAM) is so 
effective. We can categorize text from social media with a sense of human familiarity, 
utilizing the online news categories which already categorized by the publishers. We 
can expect the good result from the proper modified WAM (m-WAM) for social media 
text classification after we have updated it for 3 times, the suitable iteration number of 
the m-WAM modification. However, the great result is based on the performance of 
the Thai word segmentation module also. Another productive Thai word segmentation, 
such as Name Entity Recognition (NER) [10], can generate a proper word boundary for 
conducting the other processes. We can generate more accurate keywords and the 
model’s accuracy will be improved significantly. The last concerned issue is the          
limitation of the Twitter search API, 7 days search back. It is a time limitation for the 
researchers who conduct the experiment related to the Twitter message, the result of 
keywords will be missed by shifting of the searching timeframe. The researchers should 
manage their experiment period to produce the accurate and reliable result. 
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